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“A fierce, funny, fascinating memoir of a man's battle back from a brain injury that damaged his body but
resurrected his spirit and the meaning of his life."
--Wade Rouse, author of "At Least in the city Someone Could Hear Me Scream"
“With piercing prose, Rajamani beautifully captures an experience unknown to most. He reminds us that
the body is remarkably adaptable and that new values surface after physical changes occur. The Day My
Brain Exploded will take you to new places within yourself—it will leave a lasting imprint in your
consciousness."
-Belo Miguel Cipriani, author of "Blind: A Memoir"

"The story unfolds like a flower blooming. Powerful, hardcore honesty, and humor all make this a book I
would recommend to anyone... thanks to Ashok for opening up and sharing so honestly. Shocking,
amazing, powerful -- it makes for a superb book."
--Melinda Gustafson Gervasi, author of "Illness, Death, and Taxes for the Middle Class"

“The Day My Brain Exploded is a memoir of epistemology. Ashok Rajamani shares how a man rebuilds
a life of the mind. His prose is at once witty and probing, persistent and clear. If the brain could write an
autobiography this would be it."
-- Stephen Kuusisto, author of "Planet of the Blind"

"Rajamani is clearly a new literary talent to watch: he deftly mixes dark, Sedaris-like comedy with surreal
drama, thus capable of being outrageously funny and seriously courageous (especially when it involves
cultural taboos) -- while also remaining emotionally authentic."
-- Jason Michel, Paris, Editor-in-chief, Pulp Metal Magazine and author of "Confessions of a Black Dog"

"A uniquely humor-filled memoir."
--Open City Magazine

“Rajamani’s tale is a memoir describing the course of his life before and his recovery following a rather
catastrophic hemorrhagic stroke. It’s full of irreverent rapier wit and artfully written prose, and speaks to
a lot of issues that are seldom acknowledged—including life as a second-generation American struggling
to assimilate in a society that will never truly accept him, and the stigmas and perceptions that surround
afflictions of the brain and mind. Rajamani does his best to underscore the importance of all that with a
healthy dose of gallows humor."
--"Time-out-of-life," Tumblr

"Rajamani painstakingly records his advance back into the world through actions, therapy and a very
strong will to succeed. Through it all, he keeps a sense of humor, though extremely edgy at times, that I
believe is so integral in healing and moving on. This is a great book. "
--Dew on the Kudzu Magazine

"Rajamani takes you through your own gamut of emotions as you share his story of the event and the
therapy and recovery which is continual. You cry. You laugh. You feel pity, sympathy and empathy.
What a diary to be able to read."
--Rebecca Holland, author of "From the Nightstand"

"Quite frankly, a miracle."
--Joe Donohue, host of "The Roundtable," NPR/National Public Radio

"This memoir is so important... for anyone who is suffering a disability, especially a brain-related
disability."
--David McMillan, "Strategies for Living" Radio

"An articulate biography written from the heart."
--garamchai.com

"Ashok inspires our community."
-- Craig Sicilia, Washington, Founder and Director, International Brain Injury Survivors Network

"Rajamani mostly tells his story with humor and irreverence, but his recounting of his painful recovery
period is moving and heartfelt. He is an inspired survivor who weaves a revelatory tale of overcoming
enormous odds."
--PositScience.com

"Pure emotion: Raw and Real. It's a very accurate portrait of what happened before, during, and after his
brain bleed."
--Leigh Pafford, Hometowne Television
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Forget getting rich. Rapper 50 Cent — who became a household name in 2003 with the album “Get Rich or Die Tryin’ ”
— is now interested in helping you get fit. The hip-hop star known as much for his abs as his rhymes has released a new
book, sharing workout tips and advice for getting ripped. “Formula 50: A 6-Week Workout and Nutrition Plan That Will
Transform Your Life” details workouts and nutrition tips modeled on 50’s own regimen. It promises that body fat will
decrease by 10 percent, energy will increase by 20 percent and strength endurance will improve by 20 percent — a total
gain of 50 percent, according to 50.

How one man rebuilt his mind
“The Day My Brain Exploded,” by Ashok Rajamani
Ashok Rajamani was 25 years old when his brain “exploded.” The result of a rare congenital birth defect that had lain in
wait for more than two decades, a tangle of veins and arteries ruptured at a most inopportune of moments: while
having sex, and on the day of his brother’s wedding. “A bad day, to put it mildly,” writes Rajamani in “The Day My Brain
Exploded.” With a self-deprecating tone that vacillates between humor and anger, Rajamani details the cerebral
hemorrhage and the damage it caused. The book jumps back and forth in time, from the “brain explosion” that left him
epileptic and partially blind, to his childhood growing up as a first-generation Indian American in suburban Illinois, and to
his post-college years working in New York. Rajamani describes what it is like to relearn the most basic of skills — how to
walk, to eat, to speak — as an adult. “True, what I went through was terrible and, true, I wasn’t always patient with
those around me,” he writes. “But I realize now, looking back, I am one of the luckiest people alive, and in telling my
story I am hoping to give a voice to others who were not so fortunate.”
— Maggie Fazeli Fard
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What motivates you to write? This is a question that I would like to ask all the writers of
the world. Ashok Rajamani’s life story is closer to fiction than non-fiction; yet he has
lived the story and now written about it.

Ashok Rajamani is an internationally published writer and poet in New York City. His recently-released,
critically-acclaimed memoir, THE DAY MY BRAIN EXPLODED (Algonquin Books) is currently available in
bookstores worldwide. The book, an irreverent and electric account of his amazing survival from a full-throttle
brain aneurysm, is the first of its kind by any Indian American author in history.

Put aside everything you know and just focus on this interview.

Did your brain injury lead you to writing more seriously? Tell us about your amazing journey to the THE
DAY MY BRAIN EXPLODED: A TRUE STORY.

It was not a question about being more “serious” with my writing. I have always been serious about this craft.
The difference in my writing, since my brain injury, rotates around one word: ‘authenticity.’ It took this
horrible near-fatal incident to make me realize the extreme limitations of our lives — in other words, it made
me realize, fully, the simple cliché: life is short. As such, an artist must do what s/he can to create inspiring
work which rings true for the reader. It took years to write this memoir, and I hope I’ve been able to bare my
soul in the process. I am extremely proud of the end result.

You write poetry, essay and books. How do you shift so seamlessly from one form of writing to the other?

I actually change my identity as the written word dictates. For instance, at one point I am Ashok the Poet, one
point I am Ashok the Memoirist, and so on. I unconsciously alter myself to fit whatever media or expression I
pursue at the time. I am also an artist, so Ashok the Artist is another identity too.

What do you think new writers should do to be successful in 2013 and beyond? What shouldn’t they do?

Plain and simple: new writers should never give up. Publishing is an incredibly horrifying profession; the
rejections are countless. To be successful you have to be strong enough to face the criticism. More importantly,
you have to be strong enough to break the rules. Many writers hear about how important it is to have an agent,
or how to do queries and other such things. But, believe me, don’t listen to them! All those rules are a bunch of
crap. I got a deal without an agent. I simply cold-called the editor. I wrote queries in my own strange way. I
never followed – nor follow – rules. To be successful from here and beyond, don’t listen to the rules. Write
what fulfills you – and stop at nothing at getting your words out. Self-publishing, digital publishing and other
possibilities, are all new ways books are read. No more do we have to fear the old “establishment” of publishing
houses. Be bold, be brave. But no matter the hurdles, keep on writing.
Keep on Keeping on. We should always realize that, in order to get where we want to go, persistence is a must.
No book, or poem, can exist without a full narrative.

As a writer who has dealt with brain injury, what kind of advice do you have to give to writers who want to deal
with difficult health issues? Is there anything like too much honesty when you write about the darkest moments
of your life?

First off, I want to say that the book was difficult to write because of my motor skills (my hands would often
quiver on the keyboard), cognitive disability (I had to keep writing and reading notes due to my amnesia), and
my visual handicaps (the hemorrhage left me blind in half of both my eyes, and I have faced multiple sight
distortions). But I kept moving forward.

I swiveled the mirror so I could see; I made comprehensive outlines; I used a ruler to help me delineate the
margins; I did whatever it took to keep writing. So, to all the disabled writers who don’t think they can do it –
you’re only as good as the limitations you set for yourselves.

Now, to answer your question: writing about one’s health issues is a personal matter. What happened to me is
not unique – brain injury is faced by many. I think what made the difference is that I had a compulsion to
document it. It takes a certain motivation (some would say derangement) to write about your health
nightmares. So I can’t advise other survivors or patients on how to move forward with writing their
experiences. All I can say is that it is not easy to revisit the terrors you’ve experienced. Be prepared to have
meltdowns in the fight to write about your life.

As for being honest, I don’t think there is such a thing as “too much” honesty about disclosing a health crisis.
Even a lie always reveals the truth. The main problem is trying to convince your family not to hate you for
revealing family secrets!

Is there any writer who has inspired you more than your life?

There is not just one writer who inspires me. There are many, all of whom have been able to conflate sorrow
with humor. My memoir never gets too mawkish; laughter is stronger than sorrow. Tears of joy carry more
power than tears of pain, so I adore poets, novelists, and memoirists who understand the importance of mixing
comedy with drama. Faves include the following writers: Katherine Dunn, David Sedaris, Augusten Burroughs,
T.S. Eliot, and Herodotus. On a grander scale, you can’t beat the fictional or non-fictional Vyasa, the mythical
wordsmith credited for writing the greatest poem ever made: The Mahabharata.

Thank you Ashok for your time. Your advice is invaluable to writers who procrastinate and those who try,
and to people world over who have encountered rebellions of the body. Hope your book gets all the success it
deserves!
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The Day My Brain Exploded by Ashok Rajamani.
Arteriovenous malformation or AVM for short, is a very rare brain condition with just about a tenth of 1% of the population suffering
from it. The author, Ashok, has it, and one day it takes its toll on him. This book discusses his life journey before, during and after
that fateful day.
This book brings forth many positive things. Being that the condition is so rare, the book raises awareness about it. It also reveals the
shocking neglect that AVM patients, along with other Traumatic Brain Injury patients, endure. But, I think the most valuable thing
this book has to offer is the mindset of someone who has suffered brain damage.
Sure, there are things that we as outsiders can guess. But, then there are things that we think we know which turn out to be way off.
And then there are some things we could never have imagined on our own. From the daily struggles to the emotional pain, Ashok
leads the reader through it all, and it’s fascinating.

BIOGRAPHY

Ashok Rajamani is an internationally published author, poet, artist, essayist, radio host, voice actor, and
activist in New York City.
Heralded by Barnes & Noble as one of the "Great New Writers of 2013", he is a nationwide speaker,
having conducted multiple reading engagements in events and venues such as the United Nations
International Symposium on Cultural Diplomacy; “Masala in Words: A Night of South Asian American
Writers,” New York City (headliner); Barnes & Noble, New York City; Barnes & Noble, Princeton NJ;
Barnes & Noble, Holmdel NJ; Words Bookstore, Maplewood NJ; Decatur Book Festival, Atlanta GA;
“Explosion of the Explosion” Brain Injury Book Launch, New York City; “Ashok Rajamani: Brain Injury as
Confession,” New York City; “Brain Injury Warriors,” New York City (headliner); and Brain Injury
Association of New York State.

In 2000, at the age of 25, he suffered a sudden, near-fatal, massive cerebral hemorrhagic stroke due to
an undetected birth defect. Though surviving, he was left with lifelong bisected blindness, epilepsy,
distorted hearing, erratic transient amnesia, metal staples in his brain, and ultimately, a carved skull
courtesy of open brain surgery.

The final consequence of his body's very own 9-11: an irreverent and decidedly unconventional memoir
about a day that exploded not only his brain, but the world around him, entitled THE DAY MY BRAIN
EXPLODED: A TRUE STORY.
The memoir received worldwide acclaim, hailed by multiple global media outlets, including Publisher's
Weekly, Harper's Magazine, The Times of India, Washington Post, Booklist, The Atlantic Monthly, BBC,
and more.
He also performed the unabridged audio production of the book, which was called by Dr. Gregory
O’Shanick, Medical Director of the Brain Injury Association of America, a “groundbreaking masterpiece.”

After the hemorrhage, he emerged as a proud brain injury rights advocate, and became a board
member of the International Brain Injury Survivors Network, as well as Subject Matter Expert (SME) for
the Brain Injury Association of America.

In addition to his memoir, Ashok has been a featured writer in other books/journals/magazines
including: South Asian Review, Three Line Poetry, Mantram, Catamaran, 50 Haikus, Monsters of the Rue
Macabre, Armageddon Buffet, Pulp Metal Literary Magazine, and dozens more. He has been host for
Brain Injury Radio worldwide, and belongs to the Authors Guild, New York Writers Coalition, Asian
American Writers Workshop, and South Asian Journalists Association.

A self-acknowledged Hindu hick, Ashok grew up in a town near a cornfield in Illinois, before fleeing to
The Big Apple at the age of 17, where he's lived ever since.

He is a Magna Cum Laude, Phi Beta Kappa graduate of New York University, where he received his
Journalism degree with Kappa Tau Alpha honors. He attended Columbia University for advanced
cultural studies.
His turn-ons include: Kathy Bates in Misery. His turn-offs include: tomato chunks.

